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11,

1981

London today.

Speaking at a nreeting of the European Atlantic Group, Mr Richard saiC that an
agricultural policy, plus a common market, u,as not enough for Europe in the '80s.

"This is why the Budget restructuring exercise is so'important: we in the
Cormission must produce a proposal which will clearly attempt to a'llocate the
resources of the Cormunity in a way best fitted to conbat the economic and social
problems facing the people of Europe. If we fail to do this, then I believe the
strain within the Cormunity cou'ld become intolerable. But if the real problems now
facing Europe are industrial and urban, the question arises how we can as a Cormunity
of Ten hope to resolve them.
"The Cormunity's resources have to be reorganised. Our aim should be to ensure
more Community money goes into Social, Industrial and Regional budgets, which
can and do contribute to mitigating the present difficulties facing Europe. Agriculture
is now not a problem. Not onÿ does Europe feed itself; we do it in such a way as to
produce far more food than ÿ{e can possibly consume, and buy it at prices which
encourage that over-production. "

that

At the moment, said Mr Richard, expenditure on social po'licies was confused.
from different treaty provisions, which produce absurdit'ies such as the
arises
"It
fact that the Conmunity can help in the case of redundant miners but not for redundant
textile or shipyard workers. Unfortunateÿ the Council of Ministers has not yet
shown any enthusiasm at all for extending these powers to other areas. It is really
quite disgraceful that, in this same context, the social volet for steel remains
bl ocked.

"The present concentration of Social Fund expenditure on training is sometimes to
the detriment of job creation schemes. 0f the 10 million jobs created in the United
States in the last decade, three-quarters have been in enterprises employing fewer
than 20 people, and overuhel,mingly in üre services sectors. More money spent in
encouraging small-scale job creation schemes seems to me to offer a real possibifity
of finding work for some of the present unemployed. lie need to encourage resource
centres, and such schemes as BSC Industries are running successfully in l,lales and
Scotland, where help is given in finding accomodation and where advice and finance is
more easi'ly avai lable.

to try and ensure that industrial pol'icy in all its ramifications regional, industrial, social and technological - should have a far higher priority in
Cornmunity affairs. The Conmission cannot solve the industrial problems of Europe. But

"I

it

am concerned

could make a much larger contribution

if it

were allowed

to.

Whether

it is coal,

steel, the new technotogies, textiles, cars, or relations with Japan and the United
Statei, the problems caà be solved better in a European rather than a national context."

